
Public Comment on Open Forum 

Public Comment from Jamie Garland 

Open Forum: Hi there, my name is Jamie garland and before the shelter in place order my home started the 

process of a remodel. I am due with my first child in less than 20 days and our house is unable to get any of our 

scheduled inspections done leaving us homeless and staying with family members. We would like a solution 

possibly video inspections like we had for our structural portion of the home project so we can close up our 

walls and move into our home ASAP. On top of this I have had to shut the doors to my business. Thus we are 

not in a financial situation to rent another place to stay. 

 

I would like to comment at the meeting , as I’m sure I am not the only person left with a home that is not able to 

lived in during this time. Our construction workers who are deemed essential would like to continue work 

following the cdc guidelines but can’t because there are no inspections. 

 

Public Comment from Moe Hosseini 

 

Open Forum: Hello, We started a full remodel job of our primary residence earlier in the year before the spread. 

The place is gutted and at the moment inhabitable. 

 

We submitted engineering plans and had appointment for inspection but everything suddenly shut down.  What 

is going to happen to city inspections and permit process? We are stuck with no house to live in and bleeding 

money. 

 

Please respond. 

 

Public Comment from Sara Dominguez: 

 

Open Forum: The City and County of San Francisco released a Compensation Plan for Covid-19. It includes an 

incentive for employees who are still reporting full time. Additional Floating Holidays-“ For regularly 

scheduled employees performing essential services who must remain in the workplace, the City will provide 8 

hours of floating holidays (FHP) for every 40 hours of regularly scheduled hours worked (WKP) in the 

workplace (i.e., 0.2 FHP hours for every hour of WKP), up to a maximum of 80 hours of floating holiday over 

the duration of the emergency. Part-time employees are eligible for a prorated number of hours. The City will 

credit these floating holiday hours in the first full pay period after the end of the emergency. As with other 

floating holidays, these hours are not subject to cash out.” Any talk on possible incentives for employees who 

must remain in the workplace? 

Public Comment from Jean Bernhard 

Hello city council, 

The Tax Foundation estimates that the great state of California’s state wide unemployment fund will run out 

within 4 weeks (that’s weeks, not months): 

https://taxfoundation.org/state-unemployment-compensation-trust-funds-run-mere-weeks/ 

If their estimates are close, there could be thousands of people going hungry soon. 

I have not heard any officials at any level discuss how to mitigate this and get the governors office update on 

how this will be handled. 

Regards 

Jean  
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